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“These efforts will help in eliminating subcultures … whose climates do not align with our 
institutional core values….”

I didn’t say that about Adams State University’s athletic program. Those words are from Lt. General 
Michelle Johnson, commandant of the Air Force Academy, commenting on a recently unearthed 
scandal involving athletics on her campus. I would say the same thing about ASU, except there are 
no apparent efforts, and maybe athletic privilege is actually very much in line with the institution’s 
core values.

This is the real question and the very real issue underlying the news about me getting fired as the 
chief of police for ASUPD. Police chiefs get fired every day. Motorists are rude to cops every day. 
What makes this allegation that a coach threatened a cop any different or newsworthy?

First of all, there are three campus officers whose careers were derailed, not just mine. One was 
denied a promotion due to his arrest of three football players, the other whose report was ignored 
and then who was treated to lost vacation days, and her boss who got fired.

Secondly, the fact that Officer Riggs had a threat tossed her way on a traffic stop is also not news. 
She was not afraid of a physical attack. She’s trained to deal with that. But when someone with a 
lot of political power makes that threat, it is Ms. Riggs the single mom depending on her job who is 
the one really threatened. Police officers may have power over other people’s lives, but they have 
surprisingly little power over their own. If Officer Riggs needed any evidence that messing with the 
wrong people could end her career, she saw my firing as exhibit A, and her loss of vacation time the 
very next week as exhibit B. If a well respected, well established, well educated, nationally known 
police leader, writer, and speaker can get canned, what else would she think about her own job 
prospects?

Thirdly, the officer made the report because ASU policy requires it, not because of fear or any 
vendetta. The ASU Violence in the Workplace policy states: “Adams State College is committed to 
maintaining an environment of respect that is free from violence or threats of violence. ASC will not
tolerate violence or threats of violence in the campus community and workplace. It is the policy of 
ASC not only to prohibit such behavior, but also to take seriously all reports of incidents, addressing 
each as appropriate.” And “All members of the ASC community have a responsibility to report 
threatening or violent behavior. Each faculty and staff member must immediately report to his or 
her supervisor or department head.”



Some have made my story one of “he said, she said”, or some personal animosity between Coach 
Wilson and me. As he has said publicly, we get along fine. This angle misses the point by a 
kilometer. I’m confident of the truthfulness of my officer’s report, but in principle it doesn’t matter
what happened on the roadside. What matters is how the administration handled the report, which 
in this case, appears to be like a hot potato.

The fact that I was not only placed on administrative leave, but a severely restrictive one that 
barred me from campus and forbade me from communicating with my employees meant that I had 
no opportunity to follow up on the matter. I did manage to forward the report to my supervisor as 
my last act before boxing up a few things as I was being kicked out of my office, but we’ve clearly 
heard nothing from an administration who, by policy, is on record as dedicated to “maintaining an 
environment of respect” and to “take seriously all reports of incidents”. They took it seriously 
enough to silence me with blinding speed. I am no longer silenced.

This, then, begs the question: If the protectors aren’t protected, who is? Is a frightened college 
freshman? Your daughter? Your son? A faculty member? A custodian? A campus visitor? So you see, it’s
not about me. It’s about you.

Joel F. Shults
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